Power of Participation
Crossword

Philanthropic support from the alum community directly impacts each and every student at Mount Holyoke.

EVERY ALUM. EVERY YEAR. STRONGER TOGETHER.

DOWN
1. The full name of the beloved tradition celebrating spring
2. Seniors surprise first years
3. Class and color animal of the Frances Perkins scholars
4. November 8 celebration inspires seniors with early morning ice cream
5. Alums reconnect over the course of two beautiful May weekends
7. Students invite those closest to them to share their MHC experience
9. The name of the athletics’ mascot
11. The destination for both ice cream and laurel
13. Class animal of the class celebrating their 35th Reunion
18. Giving society recognizing donors who make gifts of $1,837 or more to Mount Holyoke
20. Special gift for first years from the greenhouse
22. Iconic accessory Mary Lyon used to collect funds
24. Singers serenade paddlers in this illuminating Commencement tradition
25. Color of the class celebrating their 5th Reunion this year
29. The sweet treat that connects alums around the world at 6:37 PM

ACROSS
6. Class colors, costumes and cheers help start the year on a jubilant note
8. One of the most recognized Commencement activities
10. “I will honor myself, my fellow students and Mount Holyoke College by acting responsibly, honestly and respectfully in both my words and deeds.”
12. Sophomores surprise first years with signs and treats given under an alias
14. Giving society honoring those who have named the College a beneficiary of a will, trust, retirement plan or life insurance policy
15. Prominent campus figure who became the official mascot of LITS
16. Giving society recognizing donors who make a gift — of any size — each year
17. Event celebrating the first student of color to graduate from MHC in 1883
19. The name of MHC’s annual fund (previously known as the Alumnae Fund)
21. Event for sophomores celebrating reaching the “halfway point”
23. MHC benefactor for whom a special dessert was named
26. Class color and animal for Mount Holyoke Professional and Graduate Education alums
27. Color of the class celebrating their 50th Reunion this year
28. Class animal of the class celebrating their 20th Reunion
30. Other name for Mt. Holyoke